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FOREWORD 

NIRMAN in year 2012-13 witnessed many positive changes in the lives and 

livelihoods of small holder farmers, forest dwellers and resource poor 

communities through reestablishment of climate resillient millets based 

farming system, integrated farming methods, enabling farmer’s groups for 
getting organic certification, up-scaling System of Rice Intensification (SRI), Sustainable 

Sugarcane Initiative (SSI) and Sustainable Crop Intensification (SCI) and facilitating claim filing 

and settlement of forest rights of scheduled tribes and other forest dwellers. 

During the year, our work on millets has got special achievements and drawn attentions of 

researchers, local agriculture, horticulture and forest departments, local administration, NGOs 

and donors. NIRMAN enabled Kutia Kondh community to reestablish millets based bio-diverse 

farming through which crop diversity in their fields has increased to 25 varieties from 13 

varieties. Kutia community also celebrated these accomplishments in the form of organizing Bio-

diverse festival locally known as Burlang Yatra. An important realization is that the initiation of 

debate on and around millets has got attention in the mainstream media. The demand for giving 

due focus on millets in state policy is gaining support from various quarters. Major achievement 

from our efforts is to reestablish millets farming which is a solution for today’s agriculture crises 
in semi-arid areas of the state and country. More than 60% area of the country is semi-arid and 

dry where millets based bio-diverse farming is demonstrated to be very suitable. 

SRI has been experienced as an integrated and agro-ecologically sound approach to improve 

food and nutritional security along with agro-biodiversity conservation. It has also been proved 

to be a suitable practice for small and marginal farmers. A sincere effort is given for on-farm 

conservation of indigenous varieties of rice and 39 varieties of indigenous rice varieties are 

conserved.  Producer groups have been emerged in the process. This would create a model of 

conservation based livelihood enhancement. Exploration is on the way to establish linkage 

between consumer groups with producers which benefits both the stakeholders. 

SSI practice has been proved to be a very viable solution to address the problems of erratic 

rainfall and water scarcity, reducing production costs and indebtedness and livelihood 

insecurities. On FRA, serious attempts have been made to enable tribal and forest dwelling 

communities to file claim for forest land rights under the provision of Forest Right Act. 

The local livelihoods of fisher folks and their rights and ecological functions of the Chilka lagoon 

have undergone tremendous changes. The opening of sea mouths has caused severe problems 

for the lagoon and its fisher folks. The policy induced conflicts between traditional fisher folks 

and non-fishers have not only alienated the livelihoods of fisher folks but also destabilized 

natural eco-system. Keeping in view of this, NIRMAN has started work on Chilka lagoon and put 

efforts to strengthen human-environment systems in it. 

I take this opportunity to express our gratitude to donor partners i.e. Action Aid, Millets 

Network of India, CWS, SDTT, AgSri and GGF for their financial support in our endeavor. The 

support of our team, guidance of Executive Committee is sincerely acknowledged. The active 

involvement of communities was a great motivation to our work in challenging situation and 

constraints. We highly appreciate all the people and organization whose names are not found 

here but have extended support in our efforts for a positive change.  

 
(Prasant Mohanty) 

Executive Director 
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7 Ms. Geeta Praharaj Member Social work 
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Mr. Pranob Ranjan 
Chaudhury 

Member 
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Dr. Prateep Kumar 
Nayak 

Member Professor 

10 Ms. Neema Pathak Member Ecologist 
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About NIRMAN 

NIRMAN is a not-for-profit 

organization established in 1997, 

works in Nayagarh, Kandhamal, and 

Rayagada  districts of Odisha (India). NIRMAN’s major concern is to 

enhance the food and livelihood 

security of the resource poor through 

environment friendly, economically 

appropriate, socially just and 

participatory approach. 

OUR VISION OUR MISSION 

Promoting equitable, just, 

resilient and sustainable human-

environment system 

Sustainable development through 

empowerment of resource poor and 

establishment of community-controlled bio-

diversity based Food Production system 

Since establishment of 

NIRMAN in 1997, it puts 

continuous effort for  

bringing changes in lives 

and livelihood of the 

resource poor. It 

witnesses a sea-change 

in community level 

organization and action 

and response at level of 

administration and 

policy makers. NIRMAN 

executive committee 

consists of people having long experience and expertise on development sector 

who provide  guidance to the organization. The EC meets regularly to discuss 

plan and progress and take policy decisions of the organization. The organization 

has a very energetic, young & multidisciplinary team of workers with experience 

on natural resource management, sustainable agriculture and livelihood 

NIRMAN works in…

Liaison office

Regd. office

Operational 

district
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development. It has 11 member’s team working with it apart from service of 

consultants and volunteers sought for at time of need. NIRMAN is actively 

participating and contributing to national network titled Millets Network of India 

(MINI).  

Key Focus 

 To improve livelihood of marginal and small farmers through improved & 

sustainable environment-friendly low cost technologies for higher 

productivity 

 Conservation of depleting indigenous cultivars 

 Promote low cost, low seed and water and organic input based SSI method of 

sugarcane cultivation and popularize it in the farming community for their 

livelihood improvement. 

 To revive millets diversity and millet related farming practices at the local 

level by improving availability of and access to a diverse millets seeds;  

 To secure proper space for women to regain their traditional role as seed 

hosts for their communities and to enhance productive participation of 

women in all aspects;  

 To promote community based millets 

networks, aimed at enhancing seed 

self-sufficiency, addressing issues of 

preference, quality, affordability, 

availability and accountability;  

 To include millets in mainstream food 

pattern and farming as an answer to 

increasing heat, water scarcity and 

malnutrition through climate smart agriculture system approach and related 

policy advocacy like including in mid-day Meal, ICDS food programmes and 

other Food programmes through millet farmers’ network especially in millets 

grown regions primarily;  

 To initiate a process towards strengthening the human-environment system 

of the Chilika Lagoon 

 To enable tribal and forest dwelling communities to file claim of individual 

and community forest land right 
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Between 1966 and 2006, 44% of millet cultivation areas were occupied by 

other crops signifying an extraordinary loss to India’s food and farming 

systems. Absence of  state support for Millet Promotion has significantly 

contributed to this decline and fall of millets in Indian agriculture. Unless this 

is halted urgently through of policy and financial incentives, millets might 

disappear from the agrarian landscape of India over the next fifty years. 

This will not only be a loss to India’s food and farming systems, but will also 

prove to be a civilization and ecological disaster. 

Addressing Food Securirty, Rights 

of Women,  Aadivasis & Dalit by 

Climate Resillient Millet based 

Farming System 
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The Kutia Kondh community had a rich experience in millet based farming system. 

Around 25 years ago they had a proud possession of 40-45 varieties of millets and they 

exuberantly practiced mixed system of millet farming. The green revolution and 

subsequent agriculture policies focussing on rice and wheat cultivation and rice and 

wheat grains dominating in PDS has swept these crops off their traditional foothold in 

millet based farming system. With massive promotional support to rice, legumes 

associated with millet diversity as inter crop has started depleting. Millets were left 

with only 12-13 varieties and are under deplorable conditions. Our project area, 

Kandhamal, with low per-capita income suffers from low nutritional intake. The district 

is categorized as extremely food insecure by WFP and IHD in 2008 and is in 2nd lowest 

position in the list. 

 

Community level assessment implied that tribals are to purchase food for 200-210 days 

per year to meet their minimum food requirements. In order to buy foods they had to 

borrow money from the money lenders thereby sulk deep into indebtedness. 

Mortgaging their assets became a common factor for achieving their food insecurity. 

NIRMAN organised village level community meetings and discussed possible changes 

that can be made to liberate them from their despondencies. They realised the need of 

reviving millets based farming system and accordingly village level institutions were 

built to assess and procure the communities seed requirement and promote millet 

cultivation. 14 village level institutions are formed. The 

institutions were oriented to run seed banks and do its 

management while focussing on open pollinated varieties which 

can be multiplied by farmers, especially women farmers. 

NIRMAN intervened to facilitate community control over millet 

seed and food grain production system and improve their 

livelihood. It also strengthened knowledge-sharing within and among the communities 
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through interactive and learning sessions. Communities asserted their requirement of 

different extinct varieties of millets and NIRMAN took initiative for asserting them with 

the lost varieties.  As a onetime support to the community, NIRMAN arranged seeds of 

12 lost varieties and established seed banks to continue conservation and growing of 

these varietiess. As on this year, the crop diversity has increased from 13 varieties to 25 

varieties and is maintained through seed banks. The diversity would increase as per 

availability of different other varieties. Not only this, their period of food security has 

increased to 45 to 60 days in year 2012-13. 

BIO-DIVERSE FESTIVAL-BURLANG YATRA: REJOICING HAPPINESS OF HARVEST 

KutiaKondh community celebrates 

Burlang Yatra at village level after 

harvest of crops. The community 

shower their gratitude and 

thankfulness to mother earth by 

worshipping and offering her their 

harvested crops. 

After the revival of crop diversity 

by Kutia Kondh community, 

NIRMAN also felt the necessity to 

acknowledge the initiative taken by the community towards their traditional farming in 

cluster level. In discussion with the community it was found that Burlang Festival (seed 

festival) will be a good occasion which is being celebrated at village level on different 

dates. Subsequently, a mega BurlangYatra was organised by NIRMAN at Gram Panchayat 

level in association with the community to celebrate their rich traditional heritage of 

millet farming system.  The festival was a unique event which celebrated therevival of 

agro-biodiversity in the form of displaying various local seeds, farming practices and 

their life style.  There was humble attempt of community for displaying conservation of 

local seeds and farming practices. They most graciously shared their experience of 

increased food security and improved health and nutritional condition of their people. 

The seeds were displayed with much of pride and respect. Millets, pulses, rice, oilseeds, 

vegetables grown by local KutiaKondh community were show cased.In addition to 

display of seed diversity, there was exchange of seeds, experience and knowledge on 

farming among Kutia community and with farmers coming from various parts of the 

state and neighbouring state of Andhra Pradesh. Farmers of Guma G.P. collectively 

expressed their joy of re-establishing their rich experience of traditional farming of 

millets thereby asserting the benefits of indigenous crops like nutritious and healthy 

foods, food security and practicing a sustainable farming. Apart from celebration, the 
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community articulated that millets foods should find priority in the government policies 

for its cultivation, supply in mid-day meal program in the schools and Anganwadi 

centres and distribution in PDS. 

Crop name 
Existing seed 

variety 

Supported 

variety 

Total varieties 

conserved 

Finger millet 1 2 3 

Little millet 1 2 3 

Barnyard millet 1 1 2 

Pearl millet 0 2 2 

Foxtail millet 0 3 3 

Sorghum 0 1 1 

Maize 1 0 1 

Sakara 1 0 1 

Dhuliya 1 0 1 

Pegion pea 1 1 2 

Cowpea 1 0 1 

Black gram 1 0 1 

Rice bean 1 0 1 

Tubers  3 0 3 

TOTAL 13 12 25 

 

Millet policy advocacy 

NIRMAN initiated a policy advocacy discussion forum through Block Level 

Consultation as well as organising State Level Workshop with various stakeholders 

such as scientists, journalists, politicians, bureaucrats and 

the concerned members of the society. As suggested by 

Director of Agriculture and decided by the panel, a working 

group will be formed with 

inclusion of like-minded 

organizations and individuals 

working towards millets promotion, conservation and 

cultivation. 

During the project implementation period, the PIA has been liasoning with various stakeholders focusing the community’s 
interests and priorities through various periodicals: 

publications and newsletters. It has developed few posters 

reflecting the values of millets crops and its ultimate 

contribution towards food sovereignty.  
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Conservation of Depleting varieties of 

Indigenous Cultivars,  Revival of Organic 

Farming & Exploring Market Potential 
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NIRMAN’s initiative towards propagation of organic farming started way back to its 

establishment. NIRMAN believes that organic way of production is the sustainable way 

of farming in all times.The exchange of seeds was a common phenomenon in the villages 

[Seed conservation and exchange was integral to agriculture activities]. But in Govt. led 

agricuture programmes, seed replacement’ is being promoted as solution to hunger and 
nutrition deficiency which is also reflected in the district. The high external input based ‘Green Revolution’ strategy that continued in Odisha State Agriculture Plan-2008 

suggests increasing the Seed Replacement Rate (SRR) and the State has achieved 12% 

SRR in paddy till 2007-08 and planning to achieve 25% by the end of the Eleventh Five 

Year Plan1. As revealed from NIRMAN’s field area at Nayagarh, nearly 41 indigenous rice 

cultivars has been irretrievably lost and another 34 varieties are in verge of extinction. 

For only four varieties of genetically uniform semi-dwarf high yielding varieties2, 

farmers highly depend upon government or external agencies. On the other hand, yields 

of HYVs were stagnating, despite increases in expensive external inputs like chemical 

fertilizers, pesticides, herbicides, etc., and soil fertility has also been declining. Risk of 

epidemics has lead to ever increasing consumption of chemical pesticides. All these 

factors have been leading to increases in cultivation costs without parallel increases in 

incomes and put farmers in a never ending debt trap. The government has not been hesitating in claiming ‘record production’ every other year. But each year, ‘crop loss due 
to fake or low-quality seed’ or ‘late supply of seed’ has been reported. Post harvest 

paddy non-procurement is an all-time issue among the farmer community in the state. 

For Khariff-2010, though the Government has declared Rs 1000/- and Rs 1020/- for 

normal and fine paddy respectively, but the actual price received by the farming 

community ranges between Rs. 720/- to Rs. 850/-3. The production, processing and 

marketing of agricultural goods are central to food security and economic growth. The 

manifestation of this negligence has also been seen in the food grain procurement 

policies of the government and with above context rice cultivation has become no 

longer economically viable. 

                                                

1 Status of Agriculture 2008, Government of Orissa 

2
 A survey information collected from 21 villages of 2 blocks of Nayagarh district 

3
 A survey made in Southern Rayagada, Eastern Nayagarh and Western Baragarh district of Odisha 
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At this backdrop, NIRMAN came forward, on one hand, for conservation, production, 

value analysis and negotiating a better price for the produce; and on the other hand, 

valorizes common sense principles of community autonomy, cultural integrity, and 

environmental stewardship i.e. people determining for themselves just what seeds they 

plant, what animals they rear, what type of farming occur, what they will ultimately eat 

on their plate and what price will suit them for their produce. Thus, this initiation is 

aiming towards  making communities food sovereign. Village Meetings, formation of Indigenous Paddy Cultivar’s Group, training to farmers on preparing organic compost, 

supply of vermi compost, initiation of seed exchange among farming community sees 

on-farm conservation of 39 varieties of indigenous cultivar of rice. 28 numbers of traditional rice cultivators are united to form producer’s groups in our project villages. 

The head office is located in Biruda village. The producer group is named as 

Ramachandi Organic Producer’s Group. Major activities of this group are to 

popularize the traditional varieties among other farmers and the methods to improve 

yield of the local varieties. 

The inference from all field trials is that the average yield level of all varieties is 4.4 

tons/hectare with maximum of 4.7 ton/hectare for varieties like Rupali, Sialilata and 

Sunei and minimum yield level is 4.1 tons/hectare for varieties like Kadalichampa, 

Mahipal and Padmakeshari. 

Varieties for low lands: 

The field study suggest that Ratnachudi variety is the best yielder (4.69 ton/ha.) in low 

land condition compared to Kadalichampa, Mahipal and Padmakeshari (4.17 ton/ha.) as 

low yielders and other varieties with medium yield levels of 4.38 tons/ha. 

Varieties for medium lands: 

The varieties like Nandika, Nandiparbatakalia and Magura are the best yielder (4.49 

ton/ha.) in medium land condition compared to other varieties with medium yield 

levels of 4.46 ton/ha and low yield levels of 4.38 tons/ha. 

Varieties for up lands: 

The varieties Sunei and Sialilata are the highest yielder (4.95 ton/ha.)  in upland 

condition compared to other varieties with yield levels of 4.5 ton/ha. 
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Land 

Type 

Crop 

duration 

(days) 

No of 

Local  

Varieties 

Avg 

noof 

Tillers 

Avg nos 

of 

grains/ 

panicle 

Avg 

1000 

grain 

weight 

(in 

gm) 

Avg 

Chaff 

grains 

(%) 

Avg  

Yield 

(qtl/ha) 

Name of maximum 

and minimum 

yield varieties 

Low 140 1 15 225.00 28.00 12.00 43.80  

 145 12 19 276.58 24.33 13.75 44.08  

 150 3 17 284.33 24.33 15.33 41.73 Kadalichampa, 

Mahipal, 

Padmakeshari 

 160 1 30 200.00 24.00 11.00 46.90 Ratanchudi 

  17 19 270.41 24.53 13.76 43.82  

Med 125 1 15 190.00 26.00 10.00 44.60  

 140 3 17 241.00 25.67 12.00 44.90 Nandika, 

Nandiparbatakalia, 

Magura 

 145 13 19 273.77 23.31 12.54 43.80 13 varieties 

  17 19 263.06 23.88 12.29 44.04  

Up 120 2 19 270.50 22.00 12.50 45.00  

 125 2 28 226.00 22.00 14.00 49.50 Suneli, Sialilata 

  4 23 248.25 22.00 13.25 47.25  

All  38 19 264.79 23.97 13.05 44.28  

Conservation of indigenous rice varietal diversity in tandem to explore the marketing 

opportunities for organic rice has immense potential to benefit the small and marginal 

farmers and balancing the critical state of Indian farmers and protectng plant genetic erosion. NIRMAN’s initiation towards conservation of indigenous rice has spread its 

head towards 10 villages covering 2 gram panchayats in Nayagarh districts since last 

three years. It is a general misconception that indigenous varieties of rice give low yield but NIRMAN’s experience is further beyond. NIRMAN’s research study given in above 
table shows a very high yield levels from 4.1 to 4.9 tons/ha. Further, it is asserted that 

there are many indigenous varieties with organic SRI method, gives as high as 12 ton 

per hectare. NIRMAN has also developed producers to grow and explore market 

linkages for organic rice. 

Nutritional Analysis of Indigenous Rice: 

For nutritional analysis, NIRMAN discussed 

with Orissa University of Agriculture and 

Technology and then contacted CRRI, Cuttack. 

As advised by them, we contacted to Mr. 

Krishna Prasad of Sahaj Samrudh (Bangalore) 

and sent the samples to Pristine Laboratories, 

Bangalore, which is a certified laboratory by 

Solvent Extractors Association of India (SEAI) 

and Agmark, Government of India. The nutritional analysis of 5 indigenous rice varieties 
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indicated that 2 varieties are found with high iron content. To sensitize the farmers and 

the community and build a mass notion in favor of usefulness, conservation and 

promotion of traditional varieties, Nirman conducted intensive village level meetings in 

Biruda, Jharapada, Khairapati, Baghera and Sunalati for selection of farmers for 

indigenous paddy conservation work. These meetings were very crucial to overcome 

the stigma within us, our farming community, society and departmental officials that 

the traditional varieties are always outdated and not required anymore. 

Brief outcomes are that (i) stakeholder and consumer were better awareof safe food 

and got familiarized with local rice variety and nutritional value, (ii) process awareness 

to conserve local rice variety at farmer level, (iii) discussed on competitive performance 

and cost-benefit of natural (traditional) and engineered varieties and (iv) sensitization 

and responsive participation of government, non-government and research houses and 

all other stakeholders. 

Organic vegetable farming: 

128 households adopted vegetable cultivation under organic farming under supervision 

of NIRMAN. They practiced organic farming in 18 acres of land. 30 master trainers were developed under NIRMAN’s training campaigns who are giving training to the farmers 

for organic methods of cultivation. 5 resource centres are developed at the village level 

to facilitate the women farmers to avail various facilities for practicing organic farming. 

Since the farmers are practicing organic methods of farming a considerable 

improvement has been noticed in their overall farming system. Economically they have 

become more independent reducing their dependency on loans for buying high cost 

fertilizers, their input costs has reduced to a significant amount (50%) apart from 

ecological benefits. Their approach towards organic farming has contributed towards a 

better environment thereby addressing to environmental depreciating issues like global 

warming, emission of dangerous gases, carbon fixation etc. The organic mode of 

production is also associated with positive health effects. It offers health benefits and 

the foods produced are considered safe because of its toxin free properties. It can also 

withstand the unpredictable climatic variability in long run for the communities. 

Workshop on Conservation of Rice Diversity & Marketing of Organic Rice 

for Livelihood Improvement of Smallholder Farmers 

NIRMAN organised a Conservation of 

Rice Diversity &  Marketing of Organic 

Rice for Livelihood Improvement of 

Smallholder Farmers in OUAT, 

Bhubaneswar to create debate for 

nutrional potential of indigenous variety 

of rice and create policy space for 

marketing arrangement of organic rice for livelihood improvement of small holder farmers. 
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Environment-friendly low cost agriculture 

Practices for higher productivity : SSI 

(Sustainable Sugarcane Initiative) SRI, & SCI 
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Until now the fundamental thinking in agriculture has been ‘more, to get a little more’. 
This path has reached its dead end and the more has become ever more and margins to 

farmers have become very little. The result has plunged Rural India into a deep crisis. 

Therefore, NIRMAN has been promoting good agricultural practices eg. System of Rice 

Intensification (SRI) in Nayagarh district of Odisha. The System of Rice Intensification 

(SRI) method has proved that it is indeed possible to produce “more with less”; less 

seed, less fertilizer, less pesticides and less water but more production and profitability.  

We have also introduced Sustainable Sugarcane Initiative (SSI), a new method of Sugarcane cultivation based on the principles of “More with less”. As an Initiative of 

Sugarcane Production, first time in Odisha, we have involved agriculture extension 

officers of Govt. of Orissa in Sustainable Sugarcane Initiative method which is 

appreciated by govt and all involved. In the current year, we have provided technical 

support to District Agriculture Office undertaking SSI in 50 acres of land in Nayagarh 

block in Nayagarh district Odisha under Rastriya Krushi Vikas Yojana. Another 110 

acres  are under cultivation. 

In the current year, we are supporting a SRI pilot project implemented by CWS in 

collaboration with TRUPTI in Odagaon block of Nayagarh district, Odisha in the current 

year.  

Keeping in view the importance of natural resources for supporting livelihoods, we 

focus on sustainable management of natural resources along with conservation and 

promotion of bio-diverse farming through community based democratic institutions. 

The major emphasis of the organization has been on creating an integrated system 

through organic approach that supports the livelihood systems of local communities 

while facilitating floral and faunal diversity. 

Achievements: 

 Improvement of life and livelihood of more than 2000 farmers through developing 

skills on better agricultural practices,  

 Building capacities of women SHGs in nutritional garden covering 400 women 

 Vocational training provided to more than 100 women 

 Publication of IEC materials, booklet for farmers, women, school children 
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 Learning materials has been widely used and appreciated by different people and 

organizations 

 Providing technical support to Govt. of Orissa’s implementation of Sustainable 
Sugarcane Initiative under RKVY. 

Towards food security- SRI and Conservation of local variety of rice: 

Producing more food for fighting out food insecurity is not enough. The system of 

producing more should be innovative and technically advanced. With this objective in 

mind NIRMAN has implemented the SRI system of rice intensification in three blocks of 

Nayagarh district, viz., Nayagarh, Odagaon and Nuagaon. The conventional method is 

not only expensive but also drudgery oriented. With the application of modern, 

innovative and low input technical support. NIRMAN has contributed to bring about a 

revolutionary transformation in the farming practises of paddy growers. 

Towards food security and rice sovereignty NIRMAN in 

collaboration with TRIPTI (Targeted Rural Initiative for 

Poverty Termination and Infrastructure) has intervened in 

Nayagarh district and worked with three different blocks 

ofNuagoan, Nayagarh and Odagaon. It has undertaken 10 

Gram Panchayats and 26 Villages. 1100 farmers are  selected 

for the training for imparting practical knowledge transfer on SRI system out of which 

814 farmers successfully adopted SRI (164 farmers did SRI in 2010-11). Area under SRI 

cultivation also increased from 52 acres to 346.26 acres. 

Towards sustainability in terms of Sustainable Sugarcane Initiative, NIRMAN has 

achieved fairly remarkable expectations in the year 2012-13. NIRMAN’s project area 
was in Ganjam, Nayagarh and Bargarh districts of Odisha where sugarcane is grown as 

cash crop under rain-fed conditions. Sugarcane in these districts is grown by small and 

marginal land holder farmers under rain-fed conditions. Some also use the lands under 

lease terms. Lack of quality planting materials, high cost of inputs and distress 

procurement are some of the major constraints leading to poor performance of the crop 

and lots of disappointment for the producers.  

After the intervention of NIRMAN with a pilot projection on SSI system, the result was 

astonishing among the farmers. The objective of the project was to promote SSI as a low 
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input based farming practise for livelihood of small and marginal farmers in three 

districts of Odisha. It was planned to cover 600 farmers with 300 acres of land. With the 

co-operation of farmer’s, NIRMAN successfully embellished the SSI system of sugarcane production which signifies “More with Less”. It successfully accomplished with 604 

farmers with areaof 324.45 acres of land. The yield range was from 42 to 60 ton per 

acre(105-150 tons per hectare) in SSI where as farmer’s use to get 30-40 tons per acre 

in conventional method of cultivation. The increase in the yield was significantly noticed 

and delightfully accepted. There were considerable improvement in other factors as 

well for example, there is a 90% reduction in seed investment cost, 50% reduction in 

earthing up, 80% reduction in propping and 25% cost reduction in harvesting the crop. 

As an additional benefit, intercrop has provided them with supplementary food 

security. 20% of the farmers who had taken 

vegetables as intercrop got bonus in terms of 

additional profit. Moreover, with NIRMAN’s 
approach towards organic practises of using 

manures and fertiliser the farmers learnt the 

methods of preparation and application of 

Jivamrit, Handikhat, Pit and Vermi compost etc. 

Marginal land holding, poor soil fertility, more dependency on farming which is 

burdened with water scarcity in the era of ‘climatic variation’ has been putting the debt bound farmers’ into never ending economic crisis. In the midst of such situation, SSI has 
brought smile to these growers’ community. 
Target and Results: 

The results are summarized in the following table against the target. 

Particulars Target 

(Jan-Dec, 2012) 

Achievement 

(Jan 2012 – Jan 2013) 

SSI Districts/Blocks/GPs/Villages 3 3/15/23/55 

SSI Farmers 600 604 

SSI Area (acres) 300 324.45 

Farmers Field Interaction 2000 2200 

Master Trainers 50 60 Farmers’ Field School 43 43 

SSI Field Demonstration trainings 15 20 
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Wall writing on SSI 20 numbers 20 numbers 

SSI poster 1500 numbers 1500 numbers 

News letter on SSI 1000 numbers 1000 numbers 

One visual documentation on SSI One One 

Phone help Line One One 

 

SSI intervention details  

Sl. No. District Blocks G.P. Villages Farmers Area (in acres) 

1 
Nayagarh 06 12 41 379 207.15 

2 
Ganjam 02 02 02 23 19.70 

3 
Bargarh 07 09 12 202 97.60 

Total 03 15 23 55 604 324.45 

Process so far  

(i) Every farmer has been provided with farmers’ guideline and note book, where they 
put the activities, (ii) During the project period, NIRMAN had organized a series of 

training programmes at different villages. SSI Farmers also shared their experience to 

the participants of the training. (iii) The process of cultivation, economy of SSI practices and the output in terms of length, girth & weight of cane shared by old farmers’ has 
made farmers convinced to adopt SSI. (iv) All twenty wall writings have been completed in different locations. The writings have made the farmers’ in new areas of intervention more enthusiasts towards adoption of SSI.Besides, NIRMAN’s move with an institutional 
approach rather than individual target achievement; formulated 43 numbers of groups of farmers into Farmers’ Field Schools (FFSs) in order to initiate a process of learning and sharing to knowledge associated with farming and farm related issues. The trainers’ 
coming out of the group has become the vectors for the technology transfer. Till date, NIRMAN is succeeded with evolve & involve of 60 master trainers’; these farmer 
trainers have been transferring the SSI related cultivation skill & knowledge in their 

respective regions. 
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Empowerment of Tribal & Forest 

Dwellers through Land Rights under 

Forest Right Act (FRA) 
 

NIRMAN has been working with tribal and other forest dwellers in Rayagada and 

Nayagarh districts of Odisha since 2011 to get legal recognition of their land tenureship 

under Forest Right Act.  The organization has been empowering community to file 

claim, follow up with concerned authorities, demanding accountability using RTI and 

after all enabling community for asserting their legal rights over customarily used forest 
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recorded land. It is challenging as well as learning experience of NIRMAN while working 

with community on FRA.  Though the legislation is historic and has the potential to 

democratize the forest governance, still the constraints are many.  As a result of this the 

rights settlement has been very slow. Therefore the role of building community 

institution and building their capabilities is equally important for empowering the 

community.  

The life & livelihoods of tribal and 

other traditional forest dweller are 

critically dependent on customarily 

used forest recorded land. Though 

these community have de-facto 

ownership over these land but legal 

ownership is vested with govt.  

resulting these tribals and other forest 

dwellers without due access and 

control over their livelihood support 

systems. And when these land are transferred to any development projects, they 

hardly get any compensation for this and they are not consulted to determine whether 

these land should be transferred or not. Thus, there is greater need of record of the 

customarily used rights to these individual and community’s rights including 
Community forest resources which will support empowering the local tribal 

community to establish food sovereignty villages and democratize the local forest 

governance.  

In Naygarh, we have facilitated individual 72 claims, out of which 68 claims were 

recommended by Gram sabha to SDLC after a long process of pursuing of the cases. It 

was further found there was not much progress of setteling the rights at SDLC level. 

After community filed RTI, SDLC approved the claims. The major learning has been that 

unless there is continuous follow up, the rights settlement remains in vain. Therefore a 

greater impetus is needed for this.  

In Raygada district, the focus has been to build community institution and enable them 

to work for getting record of individual and community rights. As a result of this, a people’s organization titled Nagabali Upatyaka Bikas Manch has emerged and taking up 

the forest right issues. During the period, 400 individual claims are filed. Our effort has 

been now to mobilse SDLC to joint verification of the claim filed areas and facilitate the 

settlement of rights. We have already initiated the process of model community and CFR 

claim in Murukakana village and document it for larger dissemination among 

community, civil society and concerned officials involved in FRA. 
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 NIRMAN is working on Chilika Lagoon with a definite purpose of strengthening the 

human-environment system of the Lagoon. It felt the need to work on Chilika issue after 

closely studying the research findings of Dr. Prateep Kumar Nayak who has been 

Towards strengthening human-

environment systems in Chilika lagoon 
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working with the fishers since 2007. The local livelihoods of fisher folks, their access 

rights to capture fishery sources and ecological functions of Chilika lagoon have 

undergone tremendous changes. Opening of a new sea mouthing in the year 2001 has 

caused severe problems for the lagoon and its fisher folks. Decades of illegal prawn 

aquaculture has also contributed to the ecological degradation of the Lagoon. Ongoing 

conflicts between traditional fisher folks and the non-fishers have alienated the 

traditional fisher folks from the Lagoon through the breakdown of fishing-based 

livelihoods and large-scale occupational displacement of traditional fishers.  

NIRMAN collaborated with the University of Waterloo, Canada and the Chilika Fisher Federation to organize a two days’ workshop to create debate and build public opinion 

on strengthening the human-environment system of the Lagoon. A poetry book titled 

Ardhasatabdir Chilika was published which vividly depicts the natural grandeur of 

Chilika, every creatures nurtured by it, its enchanting water, the islands, and hamlets 

peripheral to it, numerous migratory birds, and varieties of fishes playing in its waters. 

It highlights the picture of ecological foundations of fishing societies and cultures in and 

around Chilika. These poems stand testimony to the fact that the human and the natural 

environments they depend upon are highly integral and virtually inseparable.   

NIRMAN plans to continue work in Chilika Lagoon area through research, advocacy and       

information dissemination processes.  
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Organic farming brings more sustainability to marginal farmers 

Dhanu Patra is an inhabitant of Badabandha; a village located in Tumudibandha Gram 

Panchayat and block in Kandhamal district of Odisha. He belongs to tribal community. 

He lives with his wife and another 5 family members.  He has total 2 acres of land, of 

which all 2 acres are upland. He usually utilizes his land for rice, millets and vegetable 

cultivation. His hill-side village bears sand mixed red soil. With the limited knowledge, 

he grows paddy, pulses (black gram, pigeon pea), spice (Turmeric)and some 2‐3 
varieties of vegetables like tomato and brinjal.  

During one of the awareness-cum-training camps of NIRMAN held in the village in 2012, 

he learnt about the SRI and mixed millet 

farming. Later during an on-field training-

cum-demonstration program, he 

participated in an observation-cum-

hands-in practice and learnt both 

theoretical as well as practical knowledge 

on different components of SRI, preparing 

organic manure and millets farming.  

Though he was initially reluctant to do 

land shaping and spacing practices, but 

later he agreed for adoption of SRI over 0.5 acres land with 10”X8” spaced 

transplanting. He has been cultivating HYV paddy. This year he was cultivating 

vegetables like tomato and brinjal in 0.5 acres of land. 

In SRI, for very first time, he experienced 15 

numbers of tillers. He applies FYM and liquid 

manure in his farm that he learnt from the 

training camp. Previously he was getting 3 

quintals of paddy from his land but this year 

he got 5 quintals of paddy from the same 

land. From vegetable he got Rs. 6000/ after 

consumption in his family. 

According to him if more numbers of crops 

can be grown by a marginal farmer, he/she 

will never be feel vulnerable. The varieties of crops play as insurance crop to each other 

VoxPopuli: 

What people share; their experience and outcomes 

Dhanu Patra’s wife in Brinjal Field 

Dhanu Patra’s SRI Paddy Field 
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and in turn to the farmer. He is a master trainer in SRI and SCI. In addition, the 

vegetable crop provides him economic strength to his family that he says confidently. In 

his opinion a marginal farmer can get more benefit in organic farming because the cost 

of cultivation reduces and the crop production is more  

Susanta Majhi is an inhabitant of Dadanga, a village located in Tumudibandha Gram 

Panchayat/block of Kandhamal district of Odisha. He lives with his wife and another 5 

family members.  He has total 3 acres of land, of which 2 acres are low land and one acre 

up land. He usually utilizes the low land for rice farming whereas the up land for millets 

and vegetable cultivation. Susanta grows paddy, pulses (black gram, pigeon pea), spice 

(Turmeric) and some 2‐3 varieties of vegetables.  

During one of the awareness cum training 

camps held in the village in 2012 by 

NIRMAN, he learnt about the SRI and mixed 

millet farming. Later during an on-field 

training-cum-demonstration program, he 

underwent an observation-cum-in-hand 

practice that provided him with both 

theoretical as well as practical knowledge 

on the different components of SRI, 

preparing organic manure and millets 

farming. In fear of wasting his piece of land, 

he was initially reluctant to do land shaping and spacing practices, but later he agreed for adoption of SRI over one acre land with 10”X8” spacing. He has been cultivating HYV 
paddy, but this year, he has planted 5 varieties of indigenous paddy. In the upland, he 

was cultivating some vegetables only, but this year he has grown finger millet, little 

millet, pigeon pea and turmeric.  

Due to heavy rainfall, the Ragi crop partially 

destroyed, however, other crops stand tall. In 

SRI, he experienced for very first time 10-15, 

even more numbers of tillers. Little millet, 

pigeon pea and turmeric are in growing 

stage. He applies FYM and liquid manure in 

his farm that he learnt from the training 

camp. 

According to him if more numbers of crops 

can be grown by a marginal farmer, they will 

never be feel vulnerable as even 1-2 crops fail, other crops will yield returns to ensure 

survival security. He has been harvesting 5qnts of paddy per acre; however, he is 

hopeful for 2 qtls. more this year. The return of lost varieties of millets grown with 

pulses (pigeon pea) fills pleasure in his family. In addition, he is confident that the 

turmeric crop will provide economic strength to his family. 
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Ramesh Sahoo, a successful Organic SSI farmer: 

Ramesh sahoo is an inhabitant of Similisahi 

village of Durudura gram panchayat of Nuagaon 

block in Nayagarh district of Orissa. Today, he is 

acclaimed as a successful SSI farmer and leads a 

happy life with his wife and another five family members. He owes his success of being an ‘SSI farmer’ to NIRMAN’s field staff, who helped him 
in interventions and landscaping his piece of 

land and in adopting integrated farming system.  

His village is situated in the small fertile valley 

region formed by intersection of hilly ranges in 

the West and its North Eastern parts. Ramesh has been growing paddy, vegetables, pulses like black gram & green gram, sugarcane and some 2‐3 varieties of vegetables 
like chili, sesame, green gram and rarely, he cultivated fruit and leafy vegetables and 

mostly depended on vegetables procured from the market.  

During NIRMAN’s awareness cum training camps held in the village school in 2011, he 

learnt about the SRI approach in sugarcane cultivation; the new concept of sugarcane farming along with possibilities of intercropping system and the know‐how of 

preparation of various organic manures and pest repellant solutions attracted him to 

adopt the SSI ways of farming. Later during an on-field training-cum-demonstration 

program, he underwent an observation-cum-in-hand practice that provided him with 

both theoretical as well as practical knowledge on the different components of SSI, preparing organic manure.  He agreed for adoption of SSI in 0.75 acre with 4’ X 2’ 
spacing.  

With facilitation of NIRMAN, he adopted SSI approach 

of sugarcane cultivation in 0.75 acre on trial basis. 

From land preparation to bud chipping, nursery 

raising to transplantation and manure application, 

each steps were well guided by NIRMAN’s staff. He 

cultivated the cane variety Raghunatha. He 

transplanted the seedlings in SSI method.  He found 

13 numbers of tillers per clump. His expenses on seed 

relatively decreased to one-third. Again, he found 

investments on hiring labour, fertilizer applications, 

irrigation etc. are drastically lower than the 

conventional approach. He applied mostly FYM, Vermi-compost, Jeevamrut, liquid 

manure. He cultivated amaranths and black gram as intercrop. He got Rs.1800/ by 

selling amaranths from 0.15 acres. The black gram is not yet harvested but the crop is 

expected for good yield. He feels very happy visiting his SSI field. 

He estimated his total expenses on 0.75 acres of SSI farm to Rs. 27,410/- while that of 

conventional farm was Rs. 46,900/-. He harvested a total of 42 ton cane from SSI field 
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while the production from conventional was about 30 ton. “My cane production from 
SSI was more than conventional because of Organic SSI, I have gained more”, he quotes. 
However, he is happy with cost of production and intercrops.  

 

Sl. 

No. 
Materials 

Cost in Rs. 

Conventional method 

(0.75ac) 

Cost in Rs. 

SSI Method 

(0.75 ac) 

1 Land rent 9000 9000 

2 Seeds  12000 1200 

3 Land Preparation 1800 2250 

4 Transplantation 1500 720 

5 Fertilizer 2250 2050 

6 Earthing Up 3000 1440 

7 Propping 3850 750 

8 Irrigation 1000 1000 

9 Harvesting 12500 9000 

 Total cost of cultivation 46900 27410 

 Net income 13100 48190 

 

Most of the labour required including irrigation in the production process is contributed 

by the farmer himself and by his family members. After adopting SSI, he does not spend 

much time on the land. He manages his farm efficiently and has reaped economic, 

environmental and social benefits from it. Further, he generated a supplementary 

income of Rs 1800/- from the sale of vegetable and other products that are in surplus 

after meeting the needs of his family.  He has prepared himself to construct a vermi‐compost pit to serve the organic needs of 

his sugarcane, paddy and vegetables. His dependence on the market for chemicals, 

pesticides, seeds, has reduced to a very great extent. He also prepares a mixture of neem 

extract, garlic paste and kerosene for use as pest repellent.  

He has become a resource farmer in the area and visits to nearby village, to aware and 

motivate the farmers to take up SSI. Today, he is acclaimed as a successful SSI farmer in 

this sugarcane zone of the district. Though he has been cultivating sugarcane for the last 12 years, but he owes his success of being an ‘SSI farmer’ to NIRMAN’s team, who 

helped him in interventions and landscaping his piece of land and in adopting SSI ways 

of farming system. 
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Crop diversity gives more Sustainability to marginal farmers 

Smt. Pedemadu Majhi is an inhabitant of Gambhari, a village located in Guma Gram 

Panchayat and Tumudibandha block in Kandhamal district of Odisha. She lives with 

one son and one daughter.  She has total 1.5 acres of land, of which 0.5 acres are low 

land and one acre up land. She usually utilizes the low land for rice farming whereas 

the up land for millets cultivation. With her traditionally adopted knowledge and skills, 

Pedemadu grows paddy, pulses (black gram, pigeon pea), and varieties of Millets.  

During recent 3-4 years, it is due to drought conditions, irregular rainfall and 

restriction of forest department to cultivate in hilly regions, the cultivating area is 

decreasing year by year and in turn the production. In the process, the traditional 

seeds were also lost and her family gradually lost its food sufficiency. As a part of the NIRMAN’s intervention, she was involved with village level farmers institution. The 

project supported seeds; she received her 

share of 4 kg of finger millets, 2.8 kg of 

little millets, 0.4 kg of little millets, 3.5 kg 

of little millets, 0.9 kg of  sorghum, 0.45 kg 

of  foxtail millets, 0.75 kg of pearl millets, 

0.2 kg of barnyard millets and 1 kg of 

pigeon pea.  

Pedemadu says that she has already 

harvested 90 kg of maize, 25 kg of cow pea 

and 10 kg of black gram. She expects 

harvest of 50 kg of pigeon pea, 15 kg of 

rice bean, 18 kg of sorghum, 20 kg of pearl 

millet, 150 kg of little millet, 90 kg of 

finger millets, 20 kg of foxtail millet and 3 

kg of Barnyard millets. She estimates the 

total harvest expected will help her family 

to meet 90 more days of their grain needs. 

While explaining her pleasure with the crops grown, she shares that bumper harvest 

of rice beans are due to more dense vegetative coverage due to various crop canopies 

at different times keeping soil moist and cool. As rice bean favours shade and cool 

climate, the crop diversity has provided the needs. She also scores pigeon pea as the 

vector for good harvest from other millets crops as it makes soil fertile. During 2012-

13, rice farming was affected due to un-even rainfall; however, she fulfills her food 

needs with the traditional nutritious grains.  

 

According to her if more numbers of 

crops can be grown by a marginal 

farmer in one unit of land, he/she will 

never be feel vulnerable in survival. The 

varieties of crops can play insurance 

crop to each other and in turn to the 

farmer. 
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Our Publications’ 

 Millet Communities Grassroots Policy Advocacy Action 

 SRI (System of Rice Intensification) 

 Dhan Bihan Sangraha O Sanrakshana (Collection and 

conservation of paddy seeds) 

 Sustayee Akhuchasar Prayas: Prasikhyan Pustika (A 

Training Manualon Sustainable Sugarcane Initiative) 

Supported by ICRISAT‐WWF Project 

 Stepwise Guide to Sustainable Sugarcane Initiative (SSI) 

Practices 

 Prakruta/Handikhata (Liquid Manures) 

 Model booklet on Community claim filing under FRA 

 Interpreting Millets: A beginner’s Manual 
 Actual Use of FRA Recognised Land at Individual and 

Community Level, Published by RCDC 

 Conservation Reserve and Community Reserve in Odisha: A 

Study on Potentials and Initiative Taken so far, Published by 

RCDC 

 

Our Partners’ 
 Sir Dorabji Tata Trust (SDTT), Mumbai 

 AgSri, Hyderabad 

 Centre for World Solidarity (CWS), Hyderabad 

 Millets Network of India (MINI), Hyderabad 

 Global Green-grants Fund (GGF) 

 CWS, Bhubaneswar 

 Action Aid, Bhubaneswar 
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Financial Report 2012-13 
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 NIRMAN  Registered Office: 

Vill/P.O.- Biruda, 

Via- Itamati, 

Dist – Nayagarh, PIN-752068, 

Odisha, INDIA 

 

 NIRMAN  Project Office- Kandhamal: 

At/P.O: Tumudibandha,  

          (Besides post office) 

          Dist- Kandhamal, PIN: 762107, 

          Odisha, INDIA 

 

 

 NIRMAN  Project Office- Rayagada: 

    At/P.O: Budaguda,  

          Via- Kalyansingpur, 

          Dist- Rayagada, PIN: 765017, 

         Odisha, INDIA 

NIRMAN 

 Registered under Society Registration Act, XXI of 1860;  

 Registered under Foreign Contribution Regulation Act, 1976; 

 Registered under 12 AA of the Income Tax Act 1961;  

 Registered under 80G of the Income Tax Act 1961 
 

Website:  www.nirmanodisha.org 
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NIRMAN  

S-3/751, Niladri Vihar, P.O.:- Sailashree Vihar,  

Bhubaneswar, PIN-751021, Odisha, INDIA 

Phone: -+91-674-2720417 

Email: nirmn96@gmail.com 

Website: www.nirmanodisha.org 
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